PIT STOP BETTING (“PSB”) - RULES OF GAME
Thank you for taking the time to read these Rules of game. If you have any queries, please do not
hesitate to contact us at support@pitstopbetting.com.
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1. REGISTRATION
Registration process is organized in several steps:
1) You need to provide Full Name, eMail address, and Password and accept Terms of Services
and Age restrictions.
2) Platform will send you email with the link to confirm email address
3) You need to confirm email address by clicking on the link in the email.
4) After email confirmation - login to the application again using your verified email and
password
5) Enter phone number
6) The platform will send you an SMS with Code
7) Enter this to the application for phone number confirmation
8) Application will advise to create PIN code for easy accessing to the application.
9) Create PIN code and confirm.
Note, if your device support fingerprint reader or Face ID - the application will also allow you to
login using these methods.
2. AUTHORIZATION
If you are using application for the first time, you will need to provide valid and verified email
address and password. If authorization is successful - the application will offer you to setup PIN
code. Later, you can be authorized either with PIN code, or with fingerprint or face ID, if your
device support such authentication methods.
3. ONBOARDING
Onboarding screens appears when you open app for the first time after registration and
authorization process.
You can find 3 screens with main app features which describes the main app advantages – 1st App
for All motorsport Betting; 6 Racing Series; 100+ Racing Events
4. TUTORIALS
Tutorials appear when you open app for the first time and each time after the app updates.
It allows you to learn the main app interface. It describes how to search, navigation to My Book and
Hot tab, Balance detalisation, and bet placement process.
5. MAIN SCREEN
Main screen contains 6 racing series names (Formula 1, Formula E, Indy Car Series, MotoGP,
Nascar, World Endurance Championship). You can view all cards available for any racing serie by
clicking on its name or choose an event from the list available for each racing serie and view the
cards just for this event.
6. PLAY CARD INTERFACE
Every play card has these field displayed on it:
Event name – event name for the placed bet;
Betting point time – time left for the bet acceptance for this event;

Odd – odd amount;
Bet subject - subject of the placed bet (driver or team name);
Bet phrase – phrase of the placed bet (f.e. McLaren to win the race)
Played amount – played amount for this bet;
Amount to win – the amount which you can win;
By swiping card on the right you can add it to the Favs tab (please find information below).
By swiping card on the left you can skip it and view later.
By swiping card upwards you will see the detailed card information and be able to place a bet on it.
When you get to the end of the stack you will see ‘Reload the stack’ button
7. DETAILED PLAY CARD INFORMATION
Every detailed card information has these fields displayed on it:
Event name – event name for the placed bet;
Betting point time – time left for the bet acceptance for this event;
Amount to play - £12 by default may be changed.
Minimum amount of bet is £1 maximum amount of bet is £50. Bet step is £1.
User has to swipe the sum till the amount of choice.
Insure play - ability to insure your play (please find information below)
Play now - by pressing this button you will see a pop up appear with insurance suggested on your
choice. By navigating further you will see confirmational popup with bet details, when press on
‘Confirm’ button you’ll see placed bet animation and this card will appear in My book (book icon) Active tab.
8. INSURANCE
Choose your insurance amount: if you lose, you will get your play minus the amount of the
insurance (to be 50% of the play at a minimum). If you win, you lose your insurance amount, but
win the play with odds and whistles!
An example of how this concept works, is below:
You place a play of £10 Hamilton to win. You buy £5 insurance on £10 bet. Hamilton loses!
Normally, you would lose £10 but if you have insurance you only lose the £5 and keep the £10.
9. FAVOURITES
Favourites (Favs tab) allows you to save cards of your choice to Favs list and place bets on it
later.
To be able to place card to the favourites list you need to swipe card from the stack on the right
and you will see ‘To favs’ sign appeared.
To be able to delete card from the Favs list you should open Favs tab and swipe card on the right
and you will see ‘Remove’ sign appeared. This card will
10. HOT
To improve allow you to filter cards which have higher odds or most popular among our users.
Such cards are available under Hot filter in the application.

11. MY BOOK
All placed bets are available in My Book section (by pressing on the book icon). By pressing on any
card in My Book you can find it’s details reflected:
Event name – event name for the placed bet;
Betting point time – time left for the bet acceptance for this event;
Card status – current card status (find information below);
Odd – odd amount;
Bet subject - subject of the placed bet (driver or team name);
Bet phrase – phrase of the placed bet (f.e. McLaren to win the race)
Played amount – played amount for this bet;
Insurance – if you used insurance option;
Amount to win – the amount which you can win;
Date - date and time of the bet placement;
Reference number - bet reference number (country name, YYYY, MM, DD, HH, MM, SS, ID)
ACTIVE
All cards with placed bets on the ongoing and upcoming events which awaits the resolvement are
available in the Active tab. Every card in Active tab has it’s details reflected (odd, cashout, bet
phrase, racing series name, current status, played amount, insurance (if used), amount to win).
When the bet is placed and processing in our system it has status Pending.
When the bet is already accepted by our system it has status Accepted.
COMPLETED
All payed out cards with bets on the passed events are available in the Completed tab.
If the card with placed bet won it has a green 'You won' message reflected.
If the card with placed bet lost it has only it’s details reflected.
OTHER
All cashed out cards are available in the tab Other. Please find below information regarding cashout
option.
All cards rejected by our platform are available in the tab Other.
Placed Bet can be rejected by the PSB platform if bet was not accepted prior the expiration of
Betting Period. This could happen in the following cases:
1) User placed bet after Betting Period is expired
2) User placed bet prior Betting Period is expired, but the platform could not Accept Bet prior
the the Betting Period expired.
In case if Bet has been Rejected - user will receive 100% of the Bet amount.

CASHOUT
If the bet is placed and processing in our system it has Pending status. In this case if you had
insurance and do a cashout the played amount plus insurance amount will be returned to you.
(£10 bet + £5 insurance = £15 cashout)
If you didn’t have insurance and do a cashout then just the played amount will be returned to you.
(£10 bet, £10 cashout)
If the bet is already accepted by our system it has status Accepted. In this case if you had insurance
you will receive the full played amount back. (£10 bet + £5 insurance, £10 cashout)
If you didn't have insurance you will receive 30% from the played amount (£10 bet, £3 cashout)
12. BALANCE
At the Balance tab of the application, you can see the payment transactions, such as deposit,
withdrawals, payment history for placing bets, cashouts, wins, etc. You can see name, date and
amount of transaction, as well as available balance after the transaction.
At the same section you can make deposit or withdrawal of the funds from/to your credit card
account.
The minimum deposit amount is £1
The maximum deposit amount is £500 per deposit
On the Balance tab you can find your play history for the all lifetime of the account and select a
time range for display by pressing on ‘All time’ icon.
For any time range of your account history you’re able to view this fields:
Initial balance - balance at the beginning of the time range selected;
Deposits - Sum of all deposits for the selected time range;
Withdrawals - sum of all withdrawals for the selected time range;
Play - sum of all played amount;
Win - sum of all winning amount;
End Balance - Balance left on the account;
Net deposits - running total of all deposits minus the sum of all withdrawals;
By pressing on the card preview in account history you’ll see card details appear.
Information regarding withdrawal you may find in our Disconnection and Withdrawal document.
13. SETTINGS
At the Settings section of the application, you can do the following:
-

Control login with social networks (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter).
View basic account settings, such as Name (can be changed), Email, Phone.
Change PIN code.
Control advanced authentication settings (such as fingerprint reader or face ID).

-

Control spending limit
14. RULES (information icon)

Rules (information icon tab) contains links on the app legal documents.
15. LIMITS
You have the option to set your spend limits - daily, weekly, monthly.
Spend limit form is available during the first deposit by navigating in My book (book icon) in
Balance tab.
Later it’s available in My Book (book icon) by navigating in Settings (tools icon).
If you set simultaneous time frames, for example a daily deposit limit and a weekly limit, the lowest
limit will be applied.
Also ‘No Limit’ option is available but it’s not default.
By clicking on ‘Edit’ button you can enter amount of your choice.
Maximum amount for spend limit is £1500.
You can change your spend limit but it will take up 24 hours to take effect.

